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Abstract 

Mental health nurses O ften care for their clients in unorrhodox ways as to standards 

of practice of various Canadian nursing associations. The methods they use in providing 

care sometimes fàil into an area known as the "gray zone" of nurse-client boundaries. 

Practices included in this zone, including gift-giving and self-disdosure, can be viewed 

either as appropriate or as boundary violations, depending on whether or not they were 

therapeutic in the nurse's judgment. Such practices can help build trust and strengthen the 

relationships that community mental health nurses have with their chronically rnentdy ill 

clients. 

This research study explores the process of boundary setting and revision 

undergone by nurses working with chronicaiiy, severely ment* ill individuils in a unique 

community mental health setting. The datr yielded a core variable of trust which 

innwnced ail aspects of the care given to these clients. An explanatory process, called 

Therapeutic Negotiation which illustrates the three phases of the nurse-client relatiomhip 

and the goals of each phase was developed fiom this researck This process and the 

resulting explanations given will aid nurses m better understanding the concept of and the 

reasons for crossing boundaries as weli as the importance of understanding the 

justifications for unorthodox n u d g  practices. This rnay lead m tum to more effective 

care of a unique and often challenging type of client. 
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1. Introduction 

Research on professional boundaries has been iargely neglected by the n d g  

profession. While the Aberta Association of Registered Nurses (AARN) has developed a 

document on this issue, much of its content is Iùnited in its scope (1997). In a clinicd 

setting such as commUILity mental health, much of what nurses do falls within a 'gray area' 

of what the AARN considers boundary crosshg practices. Accordingly it is important to 

understand the process and reasoning nurses in this settmg use to establish, change or 

stretch boundaries wîth their clients in order to develop better guidelines and irnprove 

nurses' education on boundary issues. This study aims to advance howledge and 

influence practice regardhg nursing interventions in the community mental health sett hg. 

Pumse of the Study 

This study was undertaken to illuminate an under-researched area of nursmg 

practice. Its purpose is to explicate the process nurses undergo in estabüshing, 

maintainhg and changiug boundaries with clients in a community mental heahh sethg.  

Results could influence po licy of professional nming organizations, irnprove 

understanding of concepts relatmg to boundaries, and impact both educational and clinicai 

settings. 



Research Ouestions 

This study is guided by these questions: 

1. What is the process by which bomdaries in relationships between comrnunity 

mental health nurses and their clients are (a) established; 

(b) maintained; 

(c) changed 

2. What is the reasoning behind the flem'bility of nurse-client boundaries in this 

setting? 

Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is organkd into five chapters. Chapter One States the problem and the 

purpose of the study and details the research questions. Chapter Two reviews relevant 

literature on boundaries and the researcher's assumptions. Chapter Three covers the 

research method used, data analysis and ethical considerations. Chapter Four introduces 

the hdings. Finally, Chapter Five discusses the fbdings of the study in light of relevant 

literature and concludes with their irnpkations and recommendations for m e r  research. 



11. Review ofthe Literature 

h grounded theory research, the primary purpose of reviewing the iiterature is to 

stimulate thinking by focusing the researcher on significant concepts. As welI, it can 

identm gaps in the literature and concepts and relationships which have already been 

explored (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). A literature review was conducted to explore the area 

of boundaries within the nursing profession. Since linle literature exists regarding 

pro fessioaal boundaries in the nurse-client relationship, this review explores po licies O f 

Canadian nurses' professional associations regarding boundaries, the gray zones often 

faced by nurses, the nature of nune-client relationships, and the uniqueness of community 

mental health nursing of adults. 

Professional Nursina Associations 

The Alberta Association of Registered Nurses (AARN) descriis professional 

boundaries as, "...those iines which separate therapeutic behavior of the registered nurse 

which, whether well intentioned or not, could detract fiom achievable health outcornes" 

(1997, p. 5) and requires all nurse-client contacts ro be therapeutic in nature, even when 

they appear to be social. Various Canadian Nursing Associations support this dennition of 

professional boundaries (Registered Psychiatric Nurses Association of Saskatchewan, 

1993; Registered Psychiatric Nurses Association of British CoIumbia, 1995; Registered 

Nurses Association of British Columbia, 1995; Nutses Association of New Brunswick, 

1995). Pilette, Berck, & Achber (1995) state that professionai boundaries provide 



sec* by senhg limits but are complex and at times unclear, thus the therapeutic 

relationship depends on knowing the delicate balance between actions which are helpful 

and those which are not. 

The AARN (1997) accepts the occurrence of deviations Eom established 

boundaries for therapeutic purpose where the professional has a clear understanding of the 

complexities of professional bo undaries. These deviations are descnid as gray zones and 

often corne into play when nurses decide that stretching or crosshg a boundary meets an 

individual client's needs. The Nurses Association of New Brunswick (1995) M e r  

suggests that behaviours acceptable m some circumstances rnay constitute boundary 

violations in others. In such cases it is the nurse's role to make a professional judgment in 

relation to the behaviour within the context of the client's therapeutic needs. 

The Nurse-Patient Relat ionshb 

A therapeutic nune-client relationship is described by the AARN (1997) as a 

relatiomhip established and maintallied through the provision of care which contriibutes to 

the client's health outcornes and is related to the nurse's knowledge, skills and attitude. 

McAliley, Lambert, Ashenberg & Ddi  (1996) descni a therapeutic relationship as being 

characterized by empathy and trust and believe that it facilitates the achievement of 

patient-oriented goals. McAliiy et aL (1996) have developed a decisionmaking 

h w o r k  to assis& caregivers m viewhg certain practices comprehensively, mtendmg it 

to foster a delirate, positive approach to nurse-client interactions and provide a guide 

for rctrospective analysis of troubled relationships. 



Two studies relating to professional boundaties corne fiom the area of pediaû-ic 

nursing. Rushton, Armstrong & EnhiIl (1 996) discuss the diicuities pediatric nurses 

oflen have in maintaining an advocacy role with clients and their M e s ,  suggesting that 

nurses are encouraged to stay within the boundaries of a therapeutic relationship with no 

guidance to help them do so. Whüe establishg professional boundaries within the nurse- 

patient relationship is essential for a safe comection between the nurse and the client, 

alterations of these boundaries cm lead to ambiguity within the nurse-client relationship 

and even sub-optimal nursing care. Rushton et al. assert that nurses are at risk for 

boundary violations without conscious attention to maintenance of therapeutic 

professional boundaries. A phenomenological study done by Totka (1996) regard'ig 

professional boundaries within pediatric nwing corresponds with this view. Totka states 

that the lack of discussion and charting related to the connections and relationships nurses 

O fien have with their clients make it no t surprishg that issues of bundary vio latioos are 

problematic and suggests that nurses begin to dialogue about their experiences with 

boundary issues, both positive and negative. 

Nming theorist Hüdegarde Peplau's Conceptual Frame of Reference for 

Psychodynamic Nursing suggests that the therapeutic nurse-client relationship r e m s  the 

essence of nursing (Pepku, 1952). Peplau identified 3 stages through which the nurse and 

client move together: orientation, working, and molution. The relationship between the 

nurse and client whüst moving through these stages is dynamic and unique and both 

participants influence the rehtioaship. 

Forchuck (1995) uses Peplau's theory as a conceptual base for her secondary 

analysis of research data coiiected to examine the W phase of the nurse-client 



relationship, the resuhs of which indicate that the combination of nurse-client factors is 

more predictive of the quality of the relationship than assessing either the nune or the 

client mdependently. Forchuk concludes that therapeutic relatiooships are extremely 

complex in nature and, although individuals bring personal characteristics into the nurse- 

client dyad, the combinat ion of the individuals creates the unique situation. 

A study of nurses' perceptions of the psychiatric nurse-client relationship by 

Heiher (1993) focuses on the concept of positive connectedness. Heinier defines positive 

comectedness within the psychiatrie nurse-client relationship as, " a therapeutic state of 

interaction that enhances the effectiveness of the relationship and benefits both the nurse 

and the client" (1 993, pg. 14). Mutual connectedness between the aune and the client 

occurs when the union between them is based on fkdhrky with one another, nursing 

care, and client trust. The hdings of Heifher's exploratory descriptive study suggest that 

this connectedness enhances the therapeutic relationship and benefits both the nurse and 

the client. She suggests that reciprocation, mutual investment, and risk-taking which 

result in mutual trust are positively related to the development of connectedness in the 

psychiatric nurse-client reiationship. h attempting to achieve positive C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ S S  it 

seems probable that bomdaries between the nurse and the client rnay Se stretched. 

Ianice Morse's (1 990) grounded theory study regarding the establishment of 

cormitment and involvement in the nurse-client relationship supports Heifher's ideas 

regarding nurse-client connectedness. Her fhdings mdicate that in a comected 

reIationship the client is seen by the nurse first as an individuai and then as a client. This 

connectedness can evolve Corn the client's needs or fiom a prolonged relatiooship, such as 



one wodd fbd in cornmunity mental health nursing. The client will choose to trust the 

nurse and in return the nurse will often bend or break des .  

A concept analy sis by Marck ( 1 995) regarding therapeutic reciprocity m e r  

addresses the issue of connectedwss, hding that a theme of mutual exchange occurs fiorn 

various perspectives of the concept of therapeutic reciprocity. This exchange may involve 

gift givhg, mutual accommodation of personal space, mutual self-diiclosure, exchange of 

hurnor, and client participation in decision-making. In regard to disclosure m particular, 

Marck States that trust and empathy are promoted when personal thoughts or feelings are 

diiclosed appropriately between the nurse and the client. 

Cornmunity Mental Health Nurçinq 

In community mental health nursing the relationship between the nurse and client is 

of utmost importance. Mental ihess affects an individuai's personality and consequent ly 

O ften influences the relationships which they establish (Yuen, 1 985). Overall, mental 

ilhess impairs abiity to communicate and form meaLllIlgfÙl relationslips and cm lead to 

isolation, which the nurse-client relationship must break. uiteract ion between nurse and 

client which encourages fleniility, fieedom of expression and spontaneous disclosw can 

be a powerful therapeutic tool. 

Community mental health nurshg focuses on assisting the patient to bc t ion  as 

weil as possible in the community setting. The goal is socid adjustment rather than 

alteration of personality. Of paramount miportance is the concept of continuity of care 

which allows for holistic care and lessens the chance of hgmentation and potential client 



&op-out m e r ,  1 98 1). Individuals with chronic mental ilines require long tem support. 

Intervention focuses on increasing the client's resources, minimizing all types of stressors, 

and teaching cophg strategies (Richie & Lusky, 1987). Such relationships O ften last for 

years and are built on hust and reciprocity. In their evaiuative study of a community 

mental heaith program, Forchuck & Voorberg (1 99 1) emphasize the necessity of 

consistent, longterm relatiooships between cornmunity mental health nurses and their 

clients, as well as role flexiibihy on the part of the nurse. 

A gray zone community mental health nurses O ften enter regards gifbgiving. 

Vegetables, clothing or old apphces  are O ften given to needy clients. WithUi the poiicies 

and discussion papers of Canadian professional nursing associations, iittle is written about 

this practice except to say it is discouraged. However, Yonge & Mo& (1996), in their 

grounded theory study of nontraditional caring practices of nurses found that many nurses 

go beyond traditionai practices w i t h  their patient care and give gifts, both material and 

Unmaterial., to their clients. Whiie the authors descrii these practices as nontraditional 

exceptional caring, they couid also be consïdered to fit h o  the gray zone which is 

described by the AARN. 

Most of the emphask is on the acceptance of gifts by the nurse, which professionai 

associations state is undesirabIe, though they outhe factors iduencing a nurses decision 

to accept a gifi from a client (Nurses Association of New Brunswick, 1995, Registered 

Nurses Association of British CoIumbia, 1995). In a study that explores gift-giving Eom 

the perspective of caregiver as  recipient, Morse (199 1) asserts that the process of gift- 

giving reflects the nurse-client reiationship, that the gift itseif is a symbol of the 



relationship, and that taboos regarding gift-giving should be removed to benefit both the 

patient and the nurse. 

Much of what the nurses do in community mental heaith settings appears to stretch 

boundaries. Nursing care focuses on helping clients to c o p  with day to &y He with a 

minimum of stressors, which nurses are instrumental in decreasing. This may involve 

grocery shopping with c tients, assistance in housecleaning, taking clients for CO ffee, or 

even bringing gifts fkom home. It could be assumed that some of these relationships have 

become personal and are no longer therapeutic, but the profession must understand how 

nurses themselves to the pomt of exceeding conventional limits or boundaries of care. 

A study of cotnrnunity health nursing by Kristjanson & Chalmers (1 990) found that 

the approach taken by nurses in home visits varied. In some cases, the reasom for the vis& 

were clearly stated and the wi t  itself was conducted in a business-lüce marner. In other 

cases, the purpose of the visit was outlined vaguely or not at all and the visît itseif 

appeared to blend social and professional discussion. In comrnunity mental health work, 

the latter is ofien the case. Clients are often isolated and the nurse may be the sole human 

contact they have. For this reason, nurses may attempt to build trust in relationships by 

allowing interactions to take on a somewhat social perspective. Accorduig to community 

mental health nurse S. Best, %is relationship is often the only tool you have with these 

cüents. The more tmt that the client bas m you and in the rehtionship you share, the 

more likely they are to be cornpliant with medications or hospitalization" (personal 

communication, November 4,1996). 

While the l i t n  descnis therapeutic relationships and boundaries as well as 

boundary violations, it does not dexribe the process nurses undergo when facmg potena  



boundary crossings, which must be taken in the context of individual situations aad 

analyzed for descriptive themes to be understood. This endeavour is worthwhile, 

however, as it can open minds to practices often seen as contrary to the policies of 

professional associations, and because much hight c m  be gained into the teaching of 

professional boundaries to practicmg nurses and nursing students. 

Assum~t ions 

The researcher enters into this study with some assumptions which influence the 

course of the research. The fbst is that the nurses htenkwed will have at some point in 

their careers encountered or even crossed a boundary and practiced within a gray zone. 

The second is that the level of education of these nurses will not influence their boundary 

crossing behaviour, wMe the degree of experience and mentoring these nurses received 

will. The thûd is that the nurses intervieweci wül have a minimum of 5- 1 0 years nursing 

experience, an assumption based on knowledge that they have aii corne E o m  an inpatient 

psychiatric setting originally and that their entraace into a comrnunity mental health senhg 

was based on seniority. Finally, the researcher assumes that the participants in this study 

will be articulate and insightfbl enough to discuss the reasonlig behind crosshg 

boundaries with their clients, 



III. Method 

Little is known of the process of establishg, rnamtaining and chan& boundaries 

within nurse-patient relationships, therefore grounded theory is the method used to 

investigate t h  topic. Thû method is based on symbolic interactionism and was nrst 

developed by Glaser and Strauss to address issues of human behaviour (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967). The primary purpose of grounded theory is to generate explanatory modeis of 

human behaviour which are grounded in the data (Morse & Field, 1995). Grounded theory 

relies on inductive reasoning based on data collection and analysis, thus precluding the 

researcher fiom imposing preconceived ideas and theory relating to the phenornenon of 

interest (Glaser & Strauss, 1 967). The purpose of this research is to explore the process 

of estabkhing, maintainhg and/or changing professional boundaries and, in doing so, 

develop a beginning theory explainhg this process, which is congruent with the grounded 

theory approach of discovering the basic social psychologid processes as the subjects 

experience thern (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

Purposive and theoretical sampling wss undertaken for this study. Theoretical 

samphg is considered essentiai for the inductive-deductive process which dehes 

grounded theory. Inductiveiy, the theory emerges fiom the data collecteci and, 

deductively, theoretical selection of participants Ieads to testing the emergmg theory 

(Morse, 1991). Initially participants were chosen prirposiveIy for their broad knowledge 



and experience in the area of cornmunity mental health nlasmg. Throughout data 

collection and analysis further participants were h t e ~ e w e d  based on the theoretical needs 

of the study. 

The participants for the study were comunity mentai health nurses able to speak 

and understand English, and to articulate their thoughts, feelings and experiences. The 

need for participants was advertised by putting information sheets in nurses' mailboxes 

and word-of-mouth (Appendix B). The number of participants needed was determined by 

the researcher' s satisfaction that a conceptual h e w o  rk was developed which adequat ely 

answered the research questions. Six took part in the study, which the researcher decided 

was adequate to achieve saturation of the data based on the fact that no new information 

was elicited. 

Data Collection 

Data were collected through in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  with the study participants and 

were adyzed concurrentiy with collection to identw and cl- emergiug patterns and 

processes. As patterns began to emerge wïthin the data coilected, interview questions 

were developed to test and clarify identified concepts. 

The participants were mtemiewed up to one hour at a t h e  and up to three hours 

total, with approximately a one to two week t h  period between interviews. The 

interviews took place at a convenient location and time for the participants and the 

interviews were scheduled on an individual basis, dowing enough t h e  h between 

i n t e ~ e w s  for data coding and anal@. InïMy, the participants were asked open-ended 



questions such as those included in the question guide (Appendk A). As data were 

cobected and analyzed, a more stmctured approach was taken in order to focus on areas 

which the analysis suggests need more clarity or exploration As the HiteMews 

progressed, the questions asked were dependent on the responses received fiom the 

participant. AU mteMews were tape-recorded and transcnid verbath Following each 

in te~ew,  field notes were written immediately to supplement the taped interview 

including details and descriptions in the context of the interview, the nonverbal 

communication and the physical serting, information which becarne part of the data 

collection and provided contextuai data durllig analysis (Field & Morse, 1995). 

Theoretical memoing was also done as data was coliected and analyzed. Memos 

were written which recorded the researcher's thoughts and ideas about the relatio nships 

emerging from the data (Morse & Field, 1995). These notes are a written record of 

ongohg analysis relating to the fondation theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1 990). A personal 

journal was also kept, recording the researcher's thoughts and feelings throughout the 

research process. Self-reflection assisted identification of personal values and beliefs and 

recognition of personai bias. Al1 &ta were handled in a consistent and organized manner. 

Interviews were traasfn'bed immeàiately folowing the intewiews and were reviewed by 

the researcher to ensure accuracy. 



Data Analysis 

Initidy, £kt-level codiag occurred. This entailed line by ihe analysis with 

descriptive codes king assigned in the rnargin of the data nle (Morse & Field, 1995). 

These open codes were then grouped according to similanties and differences Uito clusters 

cded subcategones which identify relationship links between categones. During this 

stage of axial coding, connections were made between catego ries and their subcategories. 

The focus was on specifying a category in ternis of the conditions which give rise to it 

(Strauss & Corbia, 1990). 

Foiiowing axiai coding, selective coding occuned. This is a process of 

categoriPng the concepts and reiationships identified previously (Morse & Field, 1995). 

Theoreticai exphnations were sought through M e r  d y s i s  of documentation and 

cochg. Theoretical coding refers to this process and requkes examinmg the data m a 

theoretical way rather than descriptively (Baker, Wuest & Stern, 1992). One core variable 

was developed to which ail other categories relate. A story h e  was m e n  in order to 

achieve integration of a central or core category. Validation of the theory was done with 

the data and thus is grounded m the data 

Issues of personal bias must be addressed. As a mental health nurse, the 

researcher must ensure that petsonai iissumptions and bias do not interfère wiîh the data 

collection and andysis. This researcher kept an ongomg journal of personal assumptions 



and Mie6 so that they could be acknowledged and controlled as much as possible. 

Reguiar meetings and e-mail correspondence with the researcher's thesis supervisor 

regardhg data collection and analysis was undertaken in order to ennire that procedure 

and techniques were properly followed. 

It is important in a study such as this to leave a detailed audit trail clearly 

documenthg the researcher ' s decision-making process. This ensures, among O ther thing s, 

that the researcher is dert to subjective mterpretation and personal bias. Documentation is 

criticai in ensuring a ngorous qualitative study. Field notes and memos comprise this trail 

which documents the researcher's insights and decisions (Field & Morse, 1995). In this 

study the researc her descriptively reco rded notes which were be synchronized with O ther 

data and used the constant cornparison method during data collection and analysis to 

ensure that the data was congruent with the experknces of the participants. 

S ince the research may lead to admissions of exceptions to the AARN Standards 

of Practice, the researcher attempted to establish a rapport with the participants to ensure 

they felt cornfortable in t e h g  the truth. According to Morse & Field, "qualitative 

researchea try to increase tnistworthiness by prolonged contact with the informants or by 

using long periods of observation" (1 995, p. 144). More than one i n t e ~ e w  per 

participant was necessary to build this relatiomhip. 

Credtiility of informants was ensured through selection of participants with 

experiences of the phenomena of interest. Inte~ewing continued until the data became 

repetitious or saturated, ensiiring that the study met the criteria of adequacy. h eexpeted, 

ail of the participants had a minimum of ten years of experience m the field of mental 

health ninsing and had dealt with bouudary issues at some pomt m their careers. 



Crediibility was M e r  ensured by keeping interview questions open-ended, asking the 

participants to explah their own definitions of boudaries and encouraging participants to 

relate anecdotally their own experiences of boundary issues. 

Ethical Considerat ions 

Consent was obtained nom participants on a voluntary basis. Information f o m  

were provided to all nurses working this particular community mental health setting 

(Appendix B) who had the opportunity to read the form and then decide ifthey wished to 

participate. Those who chose to participate contacted the researcher at a telephone 

number lined on the information sheet, at which pomt the researcher set up a place and 

time convenient to the potential participant to meet and discuss the study in fùrther detail. 

At the initial meeting, the study was explained and the consent form given to the po tential 

participant (Appendix C). 

The agency in which the sntdy took place was asked for permission to conduct the 

study. No Nks to participants were anticipated. Participants were made aware that at 

any t h e  during the study they may drop out and/or refuse to ansver specific questions. 

In a study such as this, where actual quotations of the participants will be used, 

confidentiaiity caiinot be msintained (Morse & Field, 1995). The participants descriid 

specific experiences with clients which, when quoted within the study, could potentially 

identify them. The researcher ensured that ail participants were aware of this both through 

discussion and on the consent form. Furthemore, the researcher attempted to omit from 

quotes particularly identifymg data as weil as i d e n m g  characteristics of the participants. 



Anonymity was maintained. AU names fkom quotations as weil as other identifiers 

which may link data to individuai participants was removed (Morse & Field, 1995). 

Pseudonyms were used for all participants. Demographic data was not broken down mto 

specific age groups, years of nursing, ethnicity, etc. No identifies such as age or gender 

were used following quotes. 

Participants were informed that ail tapes would be kept in a locked fde cabinet and 

that aU identifjhg information would be enwd fiom these tapes. AU t r d p t s  were 

coded and participants identined by a code nurnber. The informed consent forms are kept 

separate nom the data in a locked file cabinet and the lists containhg the participants' 

names and their code numbers are stored separately. Traoscripts fkom this study will be 

retained for seven yean and the actual tapes wiiI be erased foliowing completion of the 

mdy. 



This chapter presents the hdings in a narrative style and concludes with a 

storyline which is a compilation of the participants' experiences. The categones that 

emerged fiom the d y s i s  process are expiicated with participants' quotations illustrating 

the associated concepts. Each phase of the process of estabiishing, maintaining and 

changing boundaries in the nurse-patient relationship is discussed in the context of chronic 

mental illness. The relationship to the core variable, trust, is demonstrated for each phase 

of the process. 

Context 

As outlined previously, the clients referred to m this study are individuals 

experiencmg chronic mental illness. Whüe the severity of illness varies fiom person to 

person, the impact of the illness on their lives is uniformly tremendous. Part of an 

assertive outreach program, the care they receive is consistent and ongoing. Rektionships 

between nurses and clients ofken 1st for many years with these nurses endeavouring to 

develop and maintain effective, trusthg relationships with their clients in order to minmiize 

the stressors in their hes. Accordhg to Repper3 Ford and Cooke (1994), caregivers m 

this sethg must adopt both a client-centered and flexible approach to care. Clients vahie 

flexiïility, feeling it @es them some control S h q l  descr i i  how mental heaith nurSmg 

in the community differs fkom that in the hospital setting: 
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It's the tength of the relationship, it's the depth of the relationship because you do 

become much more involved with their everyday Life than you do in a hospital 

setting. It 's knowing the M y  members and knowing their view of the clients 

role within that f d y  and often tirnes you're involved in family squabbles that 

you play referee, which you just don? get in the hospital setting. It's vastly 

dBerent that way and because you are there with the mtention of a We t h e  

commitment then you do become more involved 

The subjects in this study identified several concepts relating to chronic mental 

Unes including: stigma, los,  abandonment, and isolation. They a h  identified the 

cyciical nature of mental illness. Each respondent suggested that tnist, consistency and 

flembilty are of paramount importance to the developrnent of effective therapeutic 

relationships with their clients. 

The concept of the stigma of mental illness was central to the discussion with the 

respondents. Their clients indicated that they felt the negative public perception of their 

illness. They saw themselves as different and many felt that they could not function 

effectively in the public domain Susan expressed her thoughts about the stigma 

surroundhg mental illness this way: 

The mental ilines affects the everyday part of their lives. 1 mean it may affect 

their ability to communiaite, it may affect the way they look or dress. It may 

cause them to do iaappropriate thhgs so those are the things that people see and 

those first impressions last m people's mmds and they never get beyond those 

W things. 



Dina suggests that the stigma is compounded by a chronic physical state, with 

deficits in basic hygiene and self-care: 

When we say sit on the bus and sornebody sits down beside us that srnells 

of b.o. (body odour) and there are CO ffee stains down their fiont, 

fingemails are gmbby, poor quality clothing on, their hair is ail messed up. 

1 mean, how do you react? Don't you kind ofjust puii away? 

Loss and abandonment are f e  to people with chronic mental ülness. Loss 

involves al l  aspect of their lives: fiiends, W y ,  belongings, seme of accomplishment, 

decision-making abilities, and hope. Abandonment or even the expectation of rejection is 

otten a fear when establishg new nlatiopships with other mdividuais, including 

caregivers. Many have been abandoned by fiends and famüy at points throughout their 

lives, so furthet abandomnent can be a real fear. According to Susan, loss and 

abandonment are overwhelmingly present m this population: 

... they wodd be in hospital twice a year and each t h e  they wodd end up king 

kicked out so essentidy when they came out each time, they siarted over again, 

never going bck to anything f8miliar, never going back to anything the same, so 

when you look at it in t e m  of losses it is tremendous. They have nothing in their 

We, nothing m the sense of even possessions, but nothing in the same sense that 

there is no home, What is home? 

Dha suggests that abandonment by faniües is wt uncornmon : 

Often times they are done and ofien they have, fàmilies have@ divorceci 

themeIves fiom the patient simply because of the tremendous difkuity, 



guilt and minmderstmdings and behaviours that make the families 

sornewhat afkîid. 

Just as l o s  and abandonment pervade this population, so does isolation. For 

various reasons, this appears to be brought on by a discomectedness with others. Susan 

suggests that the illness itself, the fear and the psychosis can be respomile for isolation: 

1 thuik for a lot of people they just kind of disappear and they are never 

seen or heard fiom again until they decompensate and then behaviour 

brings them into public attention. But they spend days kind of holed up in 

an apartment somewhere king afraid to go out and psychotic and never 

redy knowing that until M y  they lose it. 

One other aspect of chronic mental &es  that several of the nurses bte~ewed 

d e s c n i  is the cyclical nature of the üIness. They suggested that the role they piayed 

was not to stop decompensations or to affect the cycles of the ilines but to increase the 

weiiness the .  When the clients did inentably decompensate, the role of the nurse was to 

identify that process early, treat it promptky and hopefully avoid a lengthy and disniptive 

hospitdizition. 

One final pomt regarding the context of the care given is a crucial issue mentioned 

by each and every respondent. AU nurses stated in some way that their guiding philosophy 

of care mcludes the belief that each person with a mental h e s s  is a person fïrst. Al1 

believed that respecthg clients and viewing them as mdividuais was of prhary miportance 

in this and ali of the5 professional rehtionships. When asked about the principles which 

guide her mteractions, Sarah stated: 



I think the p~c ip le s  are so simple in that they are just basic human 

principles of dignity and respect and common courtesy and ail the things 

you would like other people to do, as you do unto them. And then on top 

of that there is this Wess, but what gets the most focus is the person 1 

mean you can't have an illness ualess you have a person but often we see 

the ihess without the persoa 

The infomiants m this study descnid their own expenences of going 

beyond the traditionai role of nurses in this unique setthg. Sarah acknowledged 

that with each client a process begins which is cyclicai in nature and continues 

throughout the reiationship. Through such accounts, the author identined a 

process of 'therapeutic negotiation' ; a cyclical process, mimicking the pattern of 

wehess and decompensation evident in UidividuaIs' experiencing chronic mental 

iiiness (see Figure 1). Each subject was quick to point out that the practice of 

gohg beyond was not undertaken lightly. It occurred after careful assessment and 

consideration and dthately was used to reach a goal to benefit the client. 

The nego t iation involves c hangiag boundaries within the nune-client relationship. 

Its goal is the development of t . .  The relatiomhip is broken down hto three steps or 

phases: estabüshing the relationship, evolution of the relationship, and crisis. These rnay 

not appear in hear order, however. Typically, the crisis phase leads back to phase II, 

evolution of the relatioaship. Although buundaries remah fluid throughout this process, 

the fiuidity of M i n t  stages may vary. During the niitial phase of establishing the 

relationship, they tend to be more rîgid as the nurse and client get to know one another. 



Evident in this process is the core variable of trust. Tnist is a commonaiity of all three 

phases as well as an dtirnate goal of the developing relationship. 





Phase 1: Establishing the Relationship 

Initial meetings with clients set the stage for future involvement. Roles and 

expectations are explored and discussed and the relationship begins to take shape. The 

main goal of this phase is to establish t m t  between the caregiver and the client. Because 

the rehtionship is anticipated to be long-tem trust builds slowly over tirne with each 

interaction coninbuting to the relationship's strength 

Interacting. 

Interactions between nurses and clients in this beginning phase are used to 

strengthen the mutual relationship. As trust has not yet been buüt, this is a t h e  when 

interactions are geared t oward its develo pment . These include pro tec ting, assessing, 

socializing, involving, limiting and negotiating with the client, and are based on the basic 

tenets of respect. Examples of building trust within the relationship identified by the 

participants include king on tirne to appointments, calling clients if iate or unable to make 

it, and being avaiiable within the limits set during the fk t  meeting. Lynn descriid the 

trust she develops with clients as evolvhg over t h e :  

It evolves and I think it's kind of the way we work. They can teil ifyou are 

genuine or not and I think that's a big part of establishing trust with these people. 

If you corne up to them and just treat them as people that have illness but not have 

an illness first, you get trust that way. You have to be reliable, if you say you're 

gomg to show, you must show up at the t h e  you said. They must perceive that 

you are going to bat for them. 

These initial meetings assure the clients, who rnay be paranoid and fearfui of close 

relationships, that their caregivers can be tnisted, wül treat them with respect and 



undertake to assist them in staying as wel as possible. During this phase assessrnent is 

emphasized. Caregivers constantly evaluate how clients cope with everyday skills such as 

shopping and banking and monitor symptoms and medication cornpliance. In this early 

phase clients and caregivers are l e d g  about one another and how best to respond and 

interact . 

Im~ac t ine, 

Even in this early phase of the relationship, caregivers can have an impact on the 

quality of We and co~ectedness of those they care for. Most participants acknowledged 

that their clients are often completely aione in the world with litîle or no contact with 

othea. Once the nurse enters their ]ives they ofien can estabüsh a sense of co~ectedness. 

This can prove difficult, however, as some may feel threatened by the potential closeness 

and may try to maintain more distance. Sheryl illustrates this phenomenon this way: 

Often times the individual hasn't had very many long Iasting rehtionships in 

their üves and they reaiiy don't know or understand how to continue a long 

lasting relationship. Sometimes you'il just get aarted with a client and 

believe that your relationship is gohg very weU and all of a sudden that 

individuai will puil back out of fear, out of lack of cornmitment. Who 

knows? There are various reasons, 

This ''ppulling back" is a factor in developing tntsî with clients who have Iittle 

experience with tnisting, caring rehtioaships and may be somewhat suspicious. Tnist may 

take longer to buiid with some. For this reason carepivers in this phase focus theH energy 

on workhg with their clients, developing carhg relationships, king respectful and 

ultmiately building lastmg rapport with which trust grows. In this context caregivers can 



enhance theu clients' q d t y  of We. The participants discussed the importance of simple 

personal contact in this respect, among di other tasks and roles which caregivea take on. 

It is vitai for some clients to have someone to listen to them, to discuss their hailucinations 

or fears with. For others, it is assistance with f i g  out forrns, doing banking and 

phmhg grocery üsts which is invaluable. Sarah emphasizes the bfiuence wegivers have 

upon their clients' quaiity of iife even on basic issues such as housing, which they may lose 

during hospithtions forcing them to move fiom place to place: 

The fact that you cari maintain somebody in one place that they are happy with 

for four or five years certainiy adds quaüty to their life. It adds quality to their 

life, I don? know ifthat is rehabilitation but it's certaùily progress. 

In this embryonic, first phase of the nurse-client relationship, caregivers have the 

ability to impact their clients' ilinesses. Through careful monitoring and assesment, they 

cm establish whether or not the client is cornpliant with their medication, assess the 

severity of current symptoms, and monitor for early decompensation While the trust may 

not be established weli enough at this point for patients to mender decision-iraking, this 

may change at a later stage. Meanwhile, they can work together on increasing medication 

cornpliance, assessing the need for finther visits to the physician, as weil as aa appropriate 

Visitation fkquency. The goal in such situations is to attempt to decrease the severity and 

length of a decompensatioii and get the patient back on track with minimum dîsruptioa 

W e  this may becorne easier as the rektionship develops, the respondents in this study 

believe that even initial mvolvement in their clients' lives positiwly affects the$ wehess. 



Going Bevond. 

Comrnon amongst the participants was a belief that in the initial phase of the 

relationship boundaries should be rigid and established fiom the outset. Clients and 

caregivers are leamoig about one another and a degree of trust has not yet ken 

established so it is uniikely that the caregivers will go beyond the boundaries identified 

with the client during the initial meetings. Although bounchies tend to be rigid in di 

instances at this phase of the relationship, the assessrnent wfiich occurs here guides 

decision-making on fiiture practice. Knowledge of their clients' behaviours and needs tells 

caregivers whether boundaries should loosen or a more formal, structured relationship 

should be maintauied. Sarah relies on knowledge of clients' regular habits to decide how 

far she will go to help out the client once the relatioriship has evolved and trust is 

established. Knowing a client is generdy very conscientious and responsible with h c e s  

Suences her reaction ifa client runs out of money for food d&g a crisis: "If I know 

this behaviour is out of the ordinary then 1 may decide to take some food to that person to 

keep them going until their next cheque". She also emphask  the importance of knowing 

her clients' normal patterns so that when something unusual happens she may decide to go 

beyond what is considered normal duty. 

Another fàctor that appears to play a role in that decision to go beyond rigid 

boundaries is the client's diagwsis. Interestmgly, most participants suggested that when 

taking on a new client diagnosed wirh a Personality Disorder, they tend to keep the 

boundaries ngid throughout the relationship. Lynn who has experienced working with 



I find fiom my experience that a whole lot of Personality Disordered people don? 

have boundaries. The are quite adept at bringing thùigs out of people and that is 

part of their way of Suntiving. They are good at kind of drawing things out of you 

and trying to go beyond boundaries. It has to be the other way around, you have 

to buiid strong boundaries for them. 

The above example illustrates the need of keeping the boundaries rigid during the 

initial phase of assessrnent and 1eaming about the individual to whom care is given. Based 

on the interactions and boundaries set up withui the relationship, trust begins to develop 

and strengthen as the rehtionship enten phase II. 

Phase II: The Evolvinp Relationship 

The evolving relationship is the second phase experienced by the participants in the 

process of therapeutic negotiation. During this phase of the relationship, trust between the 

client and the nune has developed and the goal is to continue to foster that trust. The 

time the participants identified as required in moving fiom phase I to phase II varies. 

Some clients take months or years to reach this point, whüe others do it more readily. 

Some vacillate between phases I and II. 

lnteractina. 

Interactions at this point are much the same as m phase 1. Assesment is ongomg 

and nurses and clients deal together with everyday issues. Trust is fostered by caregivers 

showing ongohg respect and advocating for clients, involving clients in decision-making 

and bemg availabfe to clients wahin the limits already established 



Ùnpacting, 

As with interacting, impacting remains simila to phase 1 of the process. 

Relationships nurses have developed with their clients continue to positively auence  

their quality of life, comectedness and their illnesses. Some of the participants descnk 

difnculties with patient closeness at this point in the relationship. As trust develops 

patients sometimes view their nurses more as fiends than caregivers. Sheryl relates: 

away. 

Initially of course it is purely professional but once the relationship has 

developed nine out often of them c d  you their £iiend. You are not a 

nurse anymore you know you become a part of the parcel of their We. 

Other participants echo this observation but don't attri'bute difnculties to it cight 

However, ifit is not dedt with it can become more of an issue when the nurses 

attempt to exen some control over decornpensating clients. Generaliy, participants found 

this diculty easily dealt with through remindimg clients that they are there as nurses and, 

whiie they may also be fiends, the primary role is as caregivers. Susan acknowledges the 

impact that the distinction between fiiend and professional can have on her: 

1 have two or three people on my caseload that ifthey weren't, ifwe hadn't 

met in the context of nurse-client, they are people 1 would üke and could 

be %ends with. That doesn't happen often but t does happen. I have one 

lady on my caseload right now, a very just a love@ person. She is an artist 

and 1 reaUy iike her as a person I have known her now for about 6 years 

and 1 see her weekly so you can imagine that boundary issues have corne 

up for me. 



Goine Beyond. 

It is in this second phase of the process of therapeutic nego tiation that nurses may 

begin to Ioosen up boundaries. Again it is important to no te that this does not necessarily 

occur with each client. It is a choice based on knowledge of clients and their needs. One 

participant felt it was important not to overdo 'going beyond' behaviours, that while more 

can be given to clients as needed, it is extremely difncult to remove or reduce a practice 

once it has begun. Often when a unique situation has arisen where a nurse gives extra to a 

client, discussion or debriefing ensues which inciudes the nurse's ratiode for the practice 

and, if it was a unique occurrence, reestablishes the origtial boundaries through discussion 

and limit-setting. 

Each nurse in the study descnid instances of going beyond what usualiy would be 

considered acceptable practice. Most identifieci their rationale for going beyond as king 

the development of trust. For instance, Susan d e s c n i  self-disclosure of her personal 

life, of happy rather than burdensome news such as one would share with acquaintances 

and fiiends. Her rationale for s h a ~ g  this with her patients was reciprocity. Patients were 

expected to open up to her, to share their lives with her, yet she was expected to dow 

them to know only her professional persona A more effective way of communicating 

with them, she felt, was to give back a Me ,  to share a bit of herseKin order to appear 

more human and w a m  Treatmg patients as equals enhaaced trust and provided 

sociaIization and normative experience to some mdividuals hpaired in thaî regard. Susan 

recalls: 

1 was pregoant and the patients saw me go h m  just pregnant to fidl t e m  

and then disappearing to have this baby. And many of them. you know 



watched my tummy grow and they had there own little ideas of what this 

baby would look me. And I mean its, for many of them it is probably the 

closest they have k e n  to anybody that is in a state of pregnancy. And so 

after the baby was bom I phoned ali my clients and 1 said, '2 am going to 

come to the office on such a day at such a time and 1 will put on a pot of 

coffee and ifyou iike you are welcome to come d o m  and see the baby, 

hold the baby. If you donPt corne or you feel uncornfortable, you don't 

want to come, that's fine, you are not hurting my feelings, 1 am just 

extending that opportunity to yod'. And many people raised their 

eyebrows at tint but 1 mean why, I just think that that's, that's kind of a 

co~ectedness. I mean they saw the baby grow, now they see this a c t d  

human being. 1 mean those are just normal life events that the rest of us 

take for granted. 1 mean cm you imagine knowhg someone that had a 

baby and you watched them grow and then after the baby was bom they 

said 'oh absolutely you can never see the child' . That is not nad 

As weB as bringing a more personal side of herseif into the relationship, Susan 

used this experience to socialize and normalize her clients. As she indicated, it is a 

' n o d  occurrence to ask about or even meet a baby i fow has been foilowing the 

pregnancy. Neglecting to do so can be taken as dismissive. 

Many of the participants purchased coffiee and cigarettes for their patients over 

the years. This was not expected of them, but they felt that t was acceptable practice to 

give a little to them every now and then. Sarah d e d  this M e r  by making more 

substantial gifts: 



You how, if1 have a chair or coEee table 1 am throwing out, I thought 

who couid use this and who wouid appreciate this? Who would it be 

meaningful to? So, 1 would give it to them rather than donating it to the 

Salvat ionhy or some other place like that. There are c e r t d y  some 

people who I woddn't do that for, but others I would. 

Other participants descnkd similar practices of distributing unused goods to 

clients. Dina stated that she even picks up items at garage sales for some clients, buys 

them wool for needlepoint and takes them flowen. If on the surface such gestures sound 

like over-involvement or inappropriate practice, they did contnbute to the development of 

a meaningfiil special history between nurse and client, as the participants were quick to 

pomt out. They felt that their clients appreciated the effort they took which lead to a 

greater degree of trust. 

AU such personal hvolvement had limits, however. AU the nurses interviewed had 

simitar points where they would 'draw the line', a phrase which d e m i s  a boundary that 

would not be ctossed no matter what. The primary bomdary unanllnoudy recognized 

was not receiving phone caiis at home. AU participants considered phone cab after hours 

unacceptable and said so to each patient. When clients crosseci this h e ,  the nurses at 

home refiwd to give care persody and referred their patients to appropriate after hours 

resources instead In the foiIowing vis& the boundary vioIation would be discussed with 

the patient and the line which was wt to be crossed would be rrafnrmed. 

Another line drawn was that of physical contact with clients. Responses to 

hugging clients varied. Most respondents feh that this was acceptable, in the right 



circumstances, while others felt it was not. Those who found it acceptable to hug clients 

at times were very clear about the appropriate circumstances. Sarah recounted: 

I have people who have not k e n  touched in a human sense in years. So it 

depends on the client, but most O ften t h e s  if they are coming in to the 

office or 1 am somewhere where there are other persons around that 1 feel 

are tmstworihy and they Say, 'please can 1 have a hug?, I will give them a 

hug. If it is a situation 1 am not so sure about, 1 wiU say 'oh, give me your 

hand' or something and then I take their hand and 1 will put my other hand 

on top of theirs and squeeze it and just tap it and that way, just so that 

there is that human connection. 

The key to knowing whether or not to cross the h e  is constant assessment of 

individual clients, according to Sarah. She and other respondents emphasized the 

importance of ongoing assessment of clients and situations More crosshg any hes. The 

iines individuai nurses are willing to cross Vary, however. Most stated that the caregiver's 

personal boundmies influenced how fm they would go in a particular case, which relates to 

the nurse's flexiiity. Rigid personalities are less iikely to cross boundaries and are more 

kely to have inflexiile barriers between themselves and their clients. It was suggested that 

this type of individuai is not ideal for work in this specialized field. 

Phase In: Crisis 

As relationships between nurses and clients in this setting progress over time, 

crises mvariabiy occur. Various types were de!scrikd, moa often mvolvhg issues of 

finances, famüy and housmg and ilhess decompensation. What is unique about this phase 

of the relationship, however, is that trust has been developed and fostered and w w  can be 



used to the client's benefit. Whüe crises -y and do develop at any t h e  during the nme- 

client relationship, the tools available to deal with them Wer as the relationship grows. 

Interacting . 

At this phase of the nurse-client rehtionship interactions may change somewhat 

depending on the type of crisis involved. For example, for issues of h c e s  and housing 

nurses may increase their input as advocates or facilitators as weli as giving the clients 

support, though the participants in this study emphasized the importance of not 

encouraging increased dependence. W i i  this in mind, they involved the clients with the 

ismes at hand and worked together on solutions as much as possible, recognkhg that 

severity of hess  plays a part in how much input patients can have. For clients in hospital 

nurses would attempt to ensure that accommodations were not changed. Or, in cases of 

prolonged hospitalization, it rnight be necessary for nunes to arrange alternate 

accommodation or even a m g e  and participate in the move itself 

In situations where crises aise f?om clients' ilinesses, it is often necessary for 

nurses to take on a more paternalistic role. Client protection is the key interaction at this 

point, particularly if there are questions of clients' cornpetence. It is in nich situations that 

trust in the relationship is most miportant. Sarah, echoed by most other participants, put it 

thus: 

... they still may not believe you that those things are happening and they still may 

not believe that it is relevant because theH iasight is already starhg to 

deteriorate, but because you haw been with them tbrough this cycle before and 

because you have shown that you care and respect and are committed to them, 



they will kind of say, 'okay well, 1 don't really want to (go to hospital, take meds 

etc.) but ifyou want me to, 1 wili'. 

Dimt has had similar experiences with her clients. She States that: 

If their illness is too fiu advanced when you see them again, there is really nothing 

that you can do except that their trust level in you is still there so 1 think you can get them 

to do more things and rnaybe get them to corne to hospital and get them to see somebody 

easier than if you didn't have this relationship. 

Im~actinn. 

The impact that nurses have on their clients may well be most pro found during 

times of crisis. Prior to their involvement, many clients wiii have gone through life with 

frequent disniptions due to illness and thus have no lasting sense of home. Now nurses 

acting as advocates can help with accommodations or d e  arrangements for appropriate 

housing during crises. Each participant related that during crises involving exacerbations 

of their clients' hesses, hospita1i;rations could be m g e d  much earlier and consequently 

were generally shorter in length. This outcome has m y  benefits to patients: they are 

l e s  likely to Iose touch with others m their communities, are ofien able to keep their 

accommodations, and generally seemed much happier with shorter hospita1i;rations. 

Goin~ Beyond. 

During the crisis phase of the rehtionship the boundaries appear to loosen or 

become more rigid, depending on clients and their needs. While two participants felt that 

the boundaries needed to be tighter during crises hvolving illness m order to enhance 

nurses' control, others felt that they could be either tighter or more flexible. AU 

participants agreed tbat the type of ülness played a part. For example, Sarah noted that 



with someone who is hypomanic, her boudaries would tighten up rather than loosen as 

they start to get sick: 

1 think bouudanes are fluid because it goes back to the cycle of the Unes. 

If you have a male patient who is becoming hypomanic, you know they 

may be a perfect gentleman, but 1 mean part of the hypomanic syndrome is 

often the hypersexuality. So 1 pro bably am not go h g  to invite him into my 

car or go somewhere , ah, 1 mean I am going to be more cautious during 

that period the .  Yah, my boundaries will change with him. When he is 

back to the point where he is stable, and he is rational and those sorts of 

thmgs then we can go back, so the boundaries are fluid. 

The participants often descriid a need to tighten up the bomdaries with clients 

exhibithg manic and disorganized behaviour or whose judgrnent was impaired to a degree 

that they even felt that their own safety was an issue. As Sarah suggested, not visiting the 

client aione nor taking them in the car were boundaries that became fïrm at this point. 

Conversely, several participants descriid situations where patients refused 

rnedications, doctor's visits, blood tests or even leaving the house. In situations where 

clients were begmning to become more delusionai or Iosing previously reasonable 

judgment, loosenhg the boudaries was seen as a way to gain bargainhg power with 

them. Kim illustrated such a situation: 

When you are bargainhg with someone to take their pills and God is t e h g  them 

no they shouldn't do this, you are gonig to have to back off a Me bit and look for 

another avenue, another window. Even the business of keeping doctor's 



appointments, you may have to negotiate that. You may have to build in a 

reward, such as coffee or lunch. 

Core Variable: T u t  

Trust is the core variable in the process of therapeutic negotiation Ail the phases 

lead up to or fiom it. Trust appears to be the ultimate goal and the ultimate tool in the 

relationship between nurses and clients in the community mental health setting. What 

makes it so important m this population is the inherent sense of distnist, paranoia and 

shame which often accompanies severe chronic mental illness. Some clients have never 

had trusthg relationships in their iives, so trust takes a great deai of t h e  to build. The 

changing of boundaries, loosening and tightening them as wcessary, plays a major role in 

the development of t m t  for these people. The idea that someone would 'go beyond', 

wouid care enough to take the with them, to bring them gifts, to buy them coffee, to 

share parts of thei. lives, is an important building block in the construction of trust within 

the relationship. Lynn sums up the hportance of t m t  succinctly in this way: 

Ofken ail you have with your client is the relationship. That is the only tool. 

If you don' t have trust m that relationship, then you have very iittle to work 

with If a client trusts me, then we can work together and make a dinerence 

to his or her K. The fact that they WU take a treatment or follow a 

direction because I ask them to, not because they think it is right, I thmk is a 

testament to the importance of trust. 

There are many fhctoa wfüch duence this core variable, trust. The length 

and depth of the rehtionship is one. It seems more likeiy that trust will be stronger 

ifa relationship has stood the test of tmie and weathered ups and downs. As 



mentioned throughout this chapter, the tnist within this relatiomhip must be built 

over the.  It does not s p ~ g  up overnight. Clients must perceive their nurses as 

tnistwo rthy. Comec tions must develo p between caregivers and clients. Other 

influentid factors are clients' histories and ilInesses. Some clients may have 

difnculty t d g  due to a history of betrayed hust or a iack of experience with it. 

Clients' symptoms influence the development of trust as wel. With clients who are 

paranoid, disorganized or thought disordered it may be much more ciBicuit for trust 

to develop. These fiictors are some of rnany ~ u e n c e s ,  both mternal and extemal, 

which impact how and when trust develo ps within the caregiving relationship. 

S to rvline 

The following story presents a composite picture of the nurses who participated m 

this mdy. 

My name is Pat Simmons. 1 am a nurse and have worked in cornmunity mental 

health for the past 5 years. Prior to this I worked in a psychiatric inpatient unit for 8 

years. 1 originally trained in a psychiatric n m h g  program and then went on to complete 

my RN and BSN. 

1 feel that 1 have a fbkly high level of expertise in the area of community mental 

heakh nursing. This is an area where you have to have excellent assessrnent skills and a 

strong know1edge base. As weli, 1 have always worked well mdependently which is key 

when working m this settiog. The patients I work with tend to be extremely iU None of 

my clients are capable of workmg and ody about halfof them Iive mdependently. Many 

of them bave fiequent exacerbations of symptoms and hospitalizations do occur now and 

then. I fée1 that shce I started workmg with my caseload of patients, the hospitalizations 



have k e n  lessened in nurnber and are shorter in duration. It makes me feel great to know 

1 rnake a diierence. 

Let me descni how my relationship with a patient begins and evolves. I am 

going to use my patient Warren as an example: he is a 46 year old man with chronic 

schizophrenia who has been hospitaüzed for months and months at a time over the years. 

His delusions and hducaations are near constant in fkequency and because of this he is 

reclusive and isolated from other individuais. When 1 first met Warren he was quiet and 

uncommunicative. 1 didn't have a sense early on of just ho w complex and fiequent his 

hallucinations were. In the begmning I would go to Warren's house once and week and 

we wouid just have coffee together and discuss the weather or baseball or their day to day 

topics. The reiationship at this point was quite formal and 1 made sure my presence was 

as amenable and unobtmsive as possible. 

As the months went by, Wmen began to discuss his delusions with me. They 

were incredibly complex and occasionally involved me. Durhg this tirne Warren would 

have shoa lucid moments while 1 visited where we could dkcuss issues of grocery 

shoppmg etc. He admitted to disliking leaving his home as he never knew when the 

people in his hallucinations and delusions wouid appear and he was afiaid of scaring 

others. He coped well with this by shopping at an all night grocery when there were fewer 

people around. At this pomt, about a year into our relationship, 1 began to loosen up the 

boudaries in my relationship with Warren. When 1 dug the potatoes or carrots fiom my 

garden, 1 would take extras to him and he really seemed to appreciate it. Because he had 

so M e  s o c ~ t i o n  I would rnake the effort to take him out for lunch or coffee when he 

wodd make it to the chic for his doctor's appointment. About every six months or so 1 



would bring him a pouud of coffee. 1 would do so not ody because 1 drank his coffee 

when 1 visited but also because 1 know that coffee is important to Warren, and king on a 

limited budget made it impossible for him to buy anything but the cheapest brands. I felt it 

was a bit of a treat for him. 

1 knew tbat decompensation was inevitable in a patient as sick as Warren. 

Eventually the time came when 1 visited and his delusions were more florid and the lucid 

moments became nonexistent. Expenence has shown me that the quicker 1 could get him 

settled, the shorter the dhp t ion  would be. 1 made amgements to take him to see his 

psychiatrist. This was no easy task as his paranoia had increased a great ded  1 was able 

to convince him to go with me by sitting d o m  with him and reviewing our relationship. 1 

said things like, "Warren, have 1 ever done anything to hurt you?' He would answer no. 

He agreed to corne with me. The psychiatrist detennined that hospitalization was 

imperative in order to make some controiled medication changes. Warren was initidy 

opposed to this and felt threatened by the doctor and myself. When 1 took Warren home 

we spoke again of our rektionship, how we had worked weil together over the year and 

how 1 cared about him and his well-being. Warren conceded and agreed to the 

hospitalization He did say, " 1 don't thmk 1 need to go but ifyou thmk 1 do then 1 d." 

It was at that point that 1 realized that the most important factor in our relationshq, was 

the ûust that 1 bad buiit with Warren m the tirne we had been workmg together. 1 think 

that the so-called 'extras' I do for Warren and some of my other patients are things that I 

wodd do for most individuals who are not rny client, and 1 think they help to b d d  the 

trust between us by emphasizing the respect I have for them as human behgs. 



V. Discussion 

The nurse-client relationships descnid by the nurses in this study are ail in some 

way linked to the core variable of trust. This concept innuences ali aspects of the 

relationship and can be seen as both a goal of the relationship and a tool used within it. 

The richness of the data obtained fiom the nurses in this study illustrates the value of the 

nurse-client relationship and the trust built witbh it in the context of comrnunity mental 

heaith nursing. The establishment, maintenance, and changing of boundaries within this 

reiationship suggests flemiiüty is necessary to buiid trust and to create an effective 

therapeutic relationship. The fluidity of the boundaries is descriid in much of the data as 

a dynamic experience, almost like a dance, largely guided by ongoing assessment, 

patients' needs, nunes' personal boundaries, and a finn knowledge base. Each step in this 

dance, each maneuver made by the nurse in this potentially fiagile relationship, mut  be 

and is carefully considered as to its ultimate benefit or risk. 

The grounded theory developed in this study emerged fiom the nurses' thoughtful 

descriptions and discussion. These findings are echoed and confirmed in several of the 

few articles found addressing the concept of trust within a caregiving relationship. Those 

articles which appeared not to correspond with these hdings often related to non- 

psyc hiatric populations of patients, eac h of which had uniquely dEerent needs and 

attrr'butes. 



The Nurse-Patient Relationsb 

The nune-patient relationship as descriid by the nurses in this study can be 

compared with that of Peplau's Interpersonal Theory of Nursing (Peplau, 1 W), which 

descnis three phases in the nurse-patient reiat ionship: orientation, working, and 

termination. The fïrst phase is congruent with phase 1 of the process descnkd in this 

study, 'establishing the relationship'. In Peplau's theory, this initiai phase is characterized 

by the establishment of parameters withm the relationship and the initial development of 

trust. Similarly, the nunes of this study suggested that roles and expectations are 

explored and trust is beginning to be estabüshed at this point. 

Thome and Robinson (1 988) studied trust within the health care reiationship and 

concluded that patients entered into health care relationships with an almost b h d  trust in 

their caregivers. The findings contained herein do not support this clah, however. In the 

chronically mentally ill population, building trust in the relationship can be an arduous 

task. The mcongnience between these studies rnay be attniuted to the uniqueness and 

special needs of the chronicdy mentdy ill population. The nurses in this study were 

adamant about the importance of understanding the isolation and distnist many of their 

clients feeL Isolation and abandonment in their pasts as weli as ongoing symptoms often 

bas closed them off to ohers, making the establishment of a tnisting relationship a tme 

challenge. 

In the second phase, the workiog phase per Peplau, the problems tacmg the client 

are identified and the nurse works with the client to resdve them. Here, as illustrated in 

this study, the reiationship itself is seen to be evolvhg, and a process cded  therapeutic 



negotiation occurs. During this phase, the nurses and clients work together to negotiate 

issues and trust is fostered through ongoing interaction, respect and caring. 

Peplau's third and final phase, resolutioq involves the termination of the 

relatiooship. The data fiom this study depart fiom Peplau's theory at this point. 

According to the nurses interviewe& the thud phase, crisis, involves the utilization of the 

developed trust within the relationship. Here trust may be used to influence care and 

treatment with a patient who, due to illness decompensation or other psychosocial crises, 

lnay be otherwise reluctant to comply. The primary ciifference Hi Peplau's third phase and 

that of this audy is again related to the latter's unique setting. Relationships in comrnunity 

mental health nursing generally carry on indefinitely, with te&tion of the relationship 

occuning with the departure of the nurse, the death of the nurse or patient, or with a 

change in caregiver for reasons deemed to be best for the client. 

Descriptions of the nurse-patient relation&@ given by the nurses in this 

community mentai heaith setting M with those which Yuen (1 986) descnks in a discourse 

on the nurse-patient relationship withm the psychiatrie environment. Yuen found that a 

reevaluation of relat ionshîp within the profession of nursing has accompanied the advent 

of community thempy. It is noted that in this unique setting, relationships between the 

nurse and patient are more personal, requiring a greater degree of sharbg of personal 

feelings and expressions. Yuen's fhdMgs are consistent with those of this study, which 

suggest that a greater degree of interaction between nurse and client renders the 

mlationship itseifa powerful tool in dealing with the chailenges of clients' lives and 

illnesses. 



Trust Within the Nurse-Patient Relationshi~ 

According to Webster's New World Dictionary, trust as a nom is defhed as a 

"£km belief in the honesty, reliabiliw etc. of another" (1990, p.633). As a verb, the 

dictionary defines it as 'to believe' or 'to hope' but also as encompassing the concept of 

cornminmg something to one's care. In the context of this study, clients are ultimately 

committing themselves to nurses' care and nurses are committing themselves to care for 

their clients. 

Johns (1996) concept analysis of tnist identifies trust as an important component 

of the nurse-patient relationship and a major factor in treatment cornpliance. As indicated 

in thû study, tnist has been explicated as both a process and an outcome w i t h  the 

context of the nurse-patient relationship (Thome & Ro b b n ,  1 988; JO hns, 1 996). 

Johns developed a process/outcome model of trust as a core concept and identifies four 

stages associated with it. The fint, assimilation of mfomiation, involves assessrnent of the 

situation or person to be tnisted, accounting for risk, cornpetence and reliability. The 

second entails decision-making with decisions based on the individuai's perceptions of 

tnistworthiness. The third is the trust reiationship, the crucial stage of entering mto the 

trust relationship both as a process, which is dynamic and an outcome, also static and 

time-specifïc. Finaliy, the fourth phase, consequences of trusting, involves evaluation of 

îhe results. 

Johns' model explores trust as a core concept fiom the point of view of those 

domg the trustmg* who accordmg to Johns are willing to enter relationships which m some 

way create or mcrease their VULtlerability. This study explored the core concept of trust 

fiom the perspective of those offérÎng themselves to be trusteci, nurses attempting to 



secure the trust of their clients. From this point of view, those attempting to gain tnist 

fiom clients benefit greatly fiom understanding how trust is developed and utilized both as 

a process and an outcome. 

Throughout this study trust has been identified as the key to an effective 

reiationship which ultmiately leads to patient wehess. According to Morse, Calsyn, 

Miller, Rosenberg, West & G W d  (1996), in their description of an outreach mode1 to 

homeless mentdy ill people, the most critical point in providmg effective care is the 

develo pment and maintenance of a trust ing relationship between the outreach worker and 

client. In congruence with this study, the authon' maintain that a tnisting relationship is 

necessary to gain client cornpliance as weii as providing a therapeutic tool to assist clients 

in developing positive coping sküls and a generally healthier aspect. A M e r  consistency 

between the study done by Morse et al. and this study is the observation that trust must be 

developed and can be done so by providïmg practical seMces to the client. They d e s m i  

an instance where a psychiatrist took on the role of bingo game operator in order to 

engage clients' trust, behaviour which could be viewed as at least unorthodox, in not 

"going beyond". The authors themselves descni  the activities often undertaken to 

estabiish a relationship with clients as  'non-trriditional in nature'. 

Further suggested in the Morse et ai. study is the need for the balancing of 

flexicbiiity and limit-setting withm the nurse-patient relationship. The authon acknowledge 

the need for limits withïn the relationship both to prevent stafYovenuork and as a means 

for client growth through autonomous cophg. In this study, nurses descn'bed limits as 

bemg those hes which are not to be crossed and identifïed after-hours contact and 

intimate contact with their clients as two of these. FIexIbiiity was seen as necessary withm 



this relatiooship regarding various aspects of services provided to clients, a flexiiiiity 

which may include unorthodox nursing practices such as those described io this study. 

An interesthg study by Repper, Ford and Cooke (1994) explores how trust is built 

in relationships between case managers and their clients who experience severe, chronic 

mental health problems. The purpose of Repper et al's study was to "ident@, d e m i  

and provide an understanding of case managers' relationships and interventions with and 

for their clients" (1 994, p. 1 098). Consistent with the findings of this study is the notion 

that the relationship between case managers and clients is central to the former's work. 

The hdings of Repper et al's study identified principles regarding such work. One is the 

use of realism as a strategy to avoid or overcome ciient hstratioa Keeping a long-term 

perspective was identified as king of great miportance in building and maintainhg a 

trusthg reiationship with cüents. nexib%ty was noted as necessary to offering s e ~ c e s  

based on individuai needs. The responses in Repper et al's study correlated with this 

study regarding rule (boundary) flexiility: "Since it was the system that had failed to be 

acceptable to muiy clients, case managers felt that the opporhmity to move away fiom 

these d e s  was important; flexiility facilitated provision of a s e ~ c e  on the client's terms" 

(p. 1 100). 

Repper et ai. noted that trust was seen as enhancmg client-case manager 

relationships to the point where clients felt coddent m confidmg in their case managers. 

The case managers in Repper et al's study noted that, during engagement of clients, king 

able to demonstrate their usefulness through dealing with practical prob1em helped to 

build ûust in the relationships. Fiy, Repper et al's study concurs with this study in the 

description of the role of client-cztregiver relationships in relation to treatment c o q h c e .  



Their clients viewed case-managers as supports and monitors but because of the sound, 

trusthg relationship did not perceive case-managea as daunting authority figures, and 

they denied feeling coerced into accepting treatment. 

Boundary Theory 

Much of the üterature relating to boundaries focuses on boundary violations of a 

fkly obvious nature, including sema1 misconduct. This study did not enter into the realm 

of such violations, but rather focused on the gray zones, on boundary crosskg where the 

best course of action is not always obvious (Alberta Association of Registered Nunes, 

1996). This definition of gray zones explains what was desrnid by the subjects of this 

study. From an observers perspective, the course of action undertaken by the community 

mental health caregiver rnay appear to be worrisorne or at least questionable. The 

practitioners in this study were able to j e  their pmctices, however, univerdy 

descnbing their actions as ultimately meeting their clients' needs. What rnakes these 

particular situations even more nebulous is the fact that the needs king met may not be 

readily identifiable. Much of the t h e  the benefits to the client accrue at a much later date 

through utilization of the trust that has ken  built. 

Accordhg to Guthiel and Gabbard (1993), clinicians generally feel they have an 

intrinsic understanding of boundaries, a notion nurses in this study seem to support. They 

were able to describe boundaries they would not cross and those they would, mcluding 

how and when to loosen bomdaries, something inherently known through experience and 

patient assesment. Ahhough rationale for such was forthcoming and concise, it was 

based not on any theoretical or procedural foundation, but rather on nurses' knowledge, 

assessrnent and seEawareness. BackIar (1996) supports Gutheil and Gabbard's position 





hannful instead. Entering into a duai role as therapist and fiend can be extremely har& 

to both parties and nurses must monitor their behaviour constantly for such indiscretions 

(Gallop, 1998). The nurses in this study, given the type of relationships they often 

develop with their clients, are at risk of crossing this Lue. They were aware of this as wel 

as the potential consequences of nich behaviour and each alluded to the need for vigilance 

and awareness regarding potential boundary crossmgs which are not to the clients' bene&. 

Several nurses in this study noted that they had dealt with situations in which their 

clients developed semai or loving feelings towards them. Petemelj-Taylor (1998) in her 

sîudy regarding nurse-patient relationships with forensic psychiatrie patients suggests that 

this phenornenon can arise when nurses conducts thernselves in a social maMer rather than 

a professional one. The nurses in this study deah with such situations in ways 

conesponding with Petemelj-Taylo r's suggested responses when patients attempt to 

sexualize relationships, by t a h g  tirne with clients and remforcing the purpose of the 

relationship, setting limits on particular behaviours and ckifjhg their own n o n s e d  

feelings. According to Petemelj-Taylor, this saaightfonvard approach is most appropriate 

as it decreases the chances of developing ambiguity and confusion about the relationship. 

Im~lications for Nursing 

This study has implications for nurses, admmistra . . 
tors and educaîors aiike. The 

practice which nurses m this unique setthg undertake often bends the niles or goes 

beyond what is conventionally acceptable. Understandmg of reasoning behmd this 

pdce, however, gives the power to make change. AU nurses in this study were able to 

articulate the5 practice rationale. AU noted that the chronidy ment* ïü population m 



the cornmUILity had unique needs which didn't always correspond with traditional nming 

care. 

Continuhg exploration of this area of practice can bring unorthodox but 

worthwhiie ways of caring into the forefiont of nursing knowledge. Students and 

practicing nunes can be taught the importance of king creative caregivers and of the need 

for building a tnisting relationship with the2 clients. The pracfces which the nurses in this 

study descnkd are not to be undertaken lightly or by novice practitioners, but expenence 

and role modeling can lead them toward the level of creativity and commitment that these 

nurses represent. Administrators can develop guideks or policies which encompass 

go ing beyond without king punitive. 

There are no doubt uniawfid and unethicai practices which nurses have undertaken 

in going beyond. In this snidy, however, the practices discussed, although unorthodox., 

were based on mund judgment and reasoning, attri'butes which need to be employed for 

each individual client. It also needs to be understood that these expert practitionen value 

their autonomy and ability to affect positive change in their client's lives. Perhaps it is 

time that nursing as a profession develops a greater understanding of the unique needs of 

clients m various settmgs, whüe maintahhg somd d e s  regarding unethical and unlawfid 

practice. 

Ro fessiod associations have deemed many of the ways in which the nurses in this 

study practice as bemg in the gray area (AARN, 1996). These nurses and many others 

admit to practicing withm this gray area at times, however, and this does not particularly 

concem them. Whüe the value of having firm ôoundanes m regard to patient safety 

fomulated by profdonal associations cannot be underestimated, this study reveals that 



many boundary crossmgs are soundly reasoned and unequivocdy based on patients' needs 

and best interests. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

This study is informative for those working within the community mental heaith field 

and thought-provoking to those in other disciplines. It has generated for the author many 

ideas for M e r  research to be undertaken in this underdeveloped area of nursing 

knowledge. As nursing continues to evolve into a more humanistic profession, M e r  

study into the intricacies of the nunetlient relationship are necessary. Boundary issues 

are corning to the forefkont of nursing practice at this point in t h e  and fûrther question of 

the ethical issues surroundimg boundaries would help. The concept of trust requires 

M e r  exploration within the nmhg profession. A similar study Eom the clients' point 

of view would expand perspectives. Most importantly, t would be interesthg to focus in 

the future on more precise details of how decisions to go beyond are made, on assessrnent 

of benefit and risk. The more research generated regarding the nurse-client relationship 

and the process of changing boundaries within it the better. This research can give nurses 

what they need to become more autowmous and more respected in the judgments they 

make witbm their practice. 

The realm of relatioaship boundaries is not unique to nursing. Research fcom other 

disciplines regardhg boundaries and û-ust m rektionships wah an unequd baiance of 

power would m e r  mcrease our knowledge on these issues. 
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Interviewinp; Guide 

These questions were a guide for the researcher and may not have ken  asked of all 

participants. As welI, they were not n e c e d y  used m this order: 

1. How do you define professional boundaries with clients within your own practice? 

2. Tell me about your expenences in establishg professional boundaries in your 

relationships with clients. 

3. Teil me about your experiences in going beyond what is considered 'acceptable' 

boundaries. 

4. Teii me about the clients with whom you are more likely to stretch your boundaries. 

5. What is the impetus which leads to stretching your professional boundaries? 

6. What are the results of engaging in relationships beyond the realm of the 'gray zone' in 

relation to professional boundaries? 

7. What are the reactions of your peers regarding the way you give nming care? 

8. What are the reactions of your clients regarding the way you give nming care? 

9. How do you differentiate between personai and professional boundaries? 



Information Sheet 

Boundary Issues in 

Community Mental Health Nursing 

1 am a Master of Nursing student at the University of Alberta and am 

exploring the area of boundary issues between nurses and clients in the 

community mental health setting. 1 am interested in researching the process 

which mental health nurses go through in establishing, maintahhg and 

extending professional boundaries in the relationships they have with their 

clients. 1 would be interested in hearing your experiences. Being involved in 

the study requires up to three hours of your tirne. If you would like more 

information please contact Tem Lidstone at 438-1 102. 



Consent Form 

Title of Research: 

Boundaries and Trust in Community Mental Bealth Nursing 

Tem Lidstone RN, BScN, MN Student 
University of Alberta 
Faculty of N W g  

Purnose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to identa describe and d y z e  theoreticdy the 
process of establishing, maintainhg and extending professional boundaries in the 
relationships between comrnunity mental heaith nurses and theu clients. Factors impacting 
boundaries will also be examined. 

Procedures and Confidentialitv 

This study wiiI involve in te~ews  with the researcher which will focus on your 
experiences, thoughts and feelings sunounding boundary issues. There wiU be up to three 
inteMews of approximately one hour m length and wül occur at a time and place which is 
convenient to you. These in te~ews  wilI be tape recorded and then will be typed. AU 
information identifLing you will be erased fiom the tape foiiowing this. Your name will be 
replaced by a code number and a pseudonyrn wül be used in any reports, articles or talks 
relatmg to this study. Only the researcher wilI h o w  the code. Ail identifjbg information 
such as your name, address, and phone number wül be kept in a locked cabniet separate 
fiom the rest of the information and wül be destroyed afker the study. Anyone workmg 
with the researcher on this study (Le.: traascnptionist, research assistant), will be asked to 
sign an oath of confidentiaiîty. If the information is to be used for funne studies, approvd 
wül be sought from a .  eîhics cornmittee at another the. 

Quotaîions wül be used in reports of the study. The quotations wili not identify 
the speaker by name. It is possible however, that someone famüiar wkh the setthg might 
recognize the source of the quotation. 



Volunt ary Particbat ion 

You do not have to participate in this study if you do not want to. You may 
withdraw fiom the study at any tirne simply by letting the researcher know. You may also 
refuse to answer any questions. 

There are no known risks in participating in this study. However, if you divulge 
idormation about illegd activities to the researcher, she will be obliged by law to n o t e  
the appropriate person or agency. AIthough you will no t benefit directly fiom this study, 
it is hoped that nursing mterventions and standards of practice may change based on the 
findings fiom this researck 

If you have any concerns or questions, please contact the researcher at any t h e  

Tem Lidstone 
438-1 102 

Consent 

1, have read this information and agree to be in this study 
cailed Professional Boundaries in Comrntmity Mental Health Nursing. 1 have had the 
oppominity to discuss the study with the researcher and am satisfied that my questions 
have k e n  answered. 1 have received a copy of the consent form. 

Researc her Date 



Appendix D 

Research Personnel 

Principal Investigator: Terri L. Lidstone, RN, BSN 

The principal Evestigator in this study will be responsible for: 

-selection and interviewhg of research participants 
-ail samphg, data collection, anaiysis, coding and managing of all data 
-ail mattea pertaining to the anonymity and confidentiality of the study 
-writing of the research findings and dissemination of the research, including publication 

Thesis Supervisor: D r. Olive Y O nge 

- will assist and guide the researcher through ail aspects of research 

Cornmittee Members: Dr. Al MacKay, Dr. Brenda Carneron 




